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ABSTRACT  

Session: From the fires at the Library of Alexandria to the 2015 destruction by ISIS of a library 
in Mosul, Iraq, collectors of books often find themselves at the center of conflict, and libraries 
themselves become the targets of violence and vandalism. However, within the temporary 
space of a “protest library,” (also sometimes called encampment-, occupation-, pop-up-, squat-
, or street-libraries) book collections are not unexpectedly attacked by external forces. Rather, 
they emerge from within the center of political conflict, and they are necessarily included in 
acts of aggression and displacement. These kinds of spaces offer a point of contrast, a way to 
move off the books, regarding institutional and public libraries. They present an opportunity to 
think through what “library” should mean in an age of electronic publishing and “maker-
space,” privatization of public spaces, austerity measures and resource shortages, and urban 
gentrification.  Additionally, protest libraries embody spaces of radical democracy and push us 
to complicate the ideas of the commons, temporary autonomous zones, spatial justice, 
biopolitics, and states of exception. An interdisciplinary group of activists, practitioners, and 
thinkers to engage in discussion about the people, spaces, (non)technology, and politics at play 
within various types of protest libraries. Several of our discussants have been directly involved 
in creating and sustaining protest libraries.  

Keywords: Occupy libraries, 15M Movement, spanishrevolution, Attractor Field, 

Bibliosol, OWS, Attractor pattern 
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Session 22: Martin Zeke Ochoa: 
Occuppy Libraries as Attractor Fields During a State of Exception 

 

 

Introduction: 

Im a former member of the spanish social movement called 15M, usually 

tagged in English as #spanisrevolution that went to the public spotlight in may 

2011 when it occupied the Spanish city hall square for 28 days with the claim: 

“We are not assets in bankers and political hands”.  

 

 

 
1 Acampada Sol - Puerta del Sol - Madrid May 17 2011 

 

 

Bibliosol - The library:  

During the encampment, I had helped to set up an outdoor occupy library 

called Bibliosol that ended up with thousands of titles organized in 25 different 

subjects. Finally when the encampment was called off, the library was re-

opened in a squatted house. It was evicted in 2013 and since then it has been 

moving to one sqatted house to another until today, when it finally found a 

stable place where it remains. 
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The question: 

No question that the madrilean occupy encampment could resist government 

pressure due to the huge support that it received from the citizenship. 

Government appealed to every possible resource in order to dismantle it. At 

this point it is interesting to remark that the occupation of the city Hall square 

went to the the highest political level very fast and that it was discussed as a 

matter of State.  

 

Most repeated excuse claimed its dismantlement appealing that the 

occupation of public space was a security risk and that such encampments may 

be considered  illegal. But in fact, when Justin Bieber went to town, hundreds 

of their fans spontaneously occupied their Hotel surroundings to dine and rest 

for a long period and nobody thought it may represent a security risk. In the 

other hand, each day, hundreds of citizens brake thousands of laws and, since 

there is a full working legal system, it doesn’t seem to be a government 

concern.  
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So our question is:  

 

Why government, at their highest stage, could possibly be so concerned 

about a bunch of guys encamping to discuss about politics?  

 

Hoping it would help to answer it, I want to briefly describe how this outdoor 

library emerged from the encampment. My aim is to use it as an instructive 

example to study the way books, as mere objects, can alter our behavior and 

their space around them. 

 

2. Acampada Sol 

 

 
4 

So, let`s get back to may 17th of 2011. We are at the very first day of a new 

occupy encampment called Acampada Sol. hundreds of people are camping at 

the city Hall square while some other thousands supports them bringing up 

food and goods. Some of them also bring them books that start to accumulate 

against the side of a monument in the square.  
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On the second day, someone divided the books into two, classifying them by 

“Fiction” and “Non fiction”. More donations were received so they were moved 

to a bigger place inside the encampment. 

 

  

   6 . First  area selected to place the books    7 - Readers lounge 

  

The 3th day the thematic classification reaches 25 different subject. An 

alphabetic classification starts out. More donations are received making a 

collection of 1000 titles.  A few shelves are assembled to place them.  

 

  
    8 - Alphabetical classification and tagging    9 - Alphabetical classification and tagging 

  

Let’s highlight that none specifically dicided to create a library or manage it. 

Since it had no leaders, every volunteer cooperated with the project without 

any guideline, and not knowing what the final result would be.   

We see that, for some reason, the book collection had a tendency to self-

organize in a shape of an outdoor open library. 

Trying to understand why it happened that way, we’ll try to analize the 

behavioral patterns that had made it possible. To do so we’ll propose to look_  
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at the library as a non linear system and the books that made it exist as 

attractor patterns. 

 

We call attractor pattern to the ablity that books have, as physical objects, to 

attract people attention around them. 

 

Just to see it in a graphical way, let’s imagine that these abandoned books, 

inside our encampment, are magnets and peoples attention  are made iron 

fillings. 

 

 
10 People`s attention analogy  inside a T.A.Z 

 

 

Now let’s use the same analogy to represent the influence this critical mass of books 

may have on peoples attention. 

 

  
11 - Unmanifested: Attractor pattern on magnetized iron 
filling. 
 

12 - Manifested: Books as an Attractor Pattern at 
Bibliosol encampment. 
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Following this magnetic field analogy, we would say that books are attractor 

patterns not because of their physical composition, but by their ability to 

contain and display a field of potential knowledge around them. 

Inside the collective imagination of our encampment this potential knowledge 

transcends the boundaries of each book, as a physical object, unfolding an 

attractor field around them.  

This pattern seems to align peoples attention in a way that tends to self-protect 

the potential knowledge that all this books contains. (In our example, by 

building a pop-up library out of them). 

 

 

1_Working groups 

 Going back to the library, at the 25th day since its foundation the library had a 

collection of nearly 4000 titles and around fifty ocasional volunteers.  

 

  
13 - Bibliosol  14 - Bibliosol 

 

By the 4th week, it had three working groups, one on politics, one on sociology 

and another one on Economy. They had been founded taking the library as 

meeting point. 
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15 -Bibliosol  16 - Bibliosol 

 

Let`s higligth that all this workshops seem to be aligned to specific intellectual 

subjects. (Politics, Sociology and so on). Having in mind that there is none in 

charge to filter the activities schedule, since ther are no leader, sound funny 

that nobody had proposed a workshop on exotic dance, Cocktail making or 

about any other matter less related to the intellectual world.  

We are trying to say that we see a pattern of order, and since there is none 

regulating the entire process, we assume it must be the nearest attractor 

pattern. (The potential knowledge on books). 

 

3 Allignment 
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Considering our library as an attractor pattern, able to self-organize, now let’s 

take alook the way people interact inside it.  

4 emerging Patterns 

Sheltered by the library potential knowledge, people attracted will create 

groups of discussion inside the library, inner groups that will define the 

container where the discussion will take place.  

This would be the battlefield where each actor will expose their differences in a 

tension of dialectics.  

When a consensus is finally reached, they will commit themselves to follow a 

completely new pattern of behavior, an innovative set of rules that we call 

Emerging Pattern.  

 

Real life case:   

During the encampment, public demonstrations and street protests  were called 

on almost on a daily basis.  

The city Riot Squad enforcement started a pressure campaign as a mean to 

dismante them.  

Encampment main assembly discussed the problem and tryed to find a non 

violent way to claim their democratic right to protest. 

 

  
18 -Passive resistence Puerta del Sol. Madrid, may 20 - 2011 
 

19 -Passive resistance at Barcelona city May 31 - 
2011 
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Tension of dialectics complemented differences between actors until a  

emerging pattern of behavior called Passive Resistance appeared. (Gandhi’s 

inspired resistance technique consisting in massive Sit ins in public spaces). 

The main goal of Passive Sit ins as an emerging pattern was the fact that, in 

these days, Passive resistance wasn’t a crime according to Spanish Law, so 

legally  it couldn´t be prosecuted.  

Police violence actions looked bad against protesters that won’t fighting back, 

and then police were forced to spend a great amount of time removing 

protesters one by one.  

This tactic spreaded throughout the country, so fast that it finally reached the 

highest government level, where it was discussed as a matter of State.   

Was this new tactic—this emerging pattern of social behavior- neutralized? 

 Of course it was.  

Applying a national security matter, Spanish government approved a Law 

prosecuting it. It was short-lived but it allowed, the different factions inside the 

encampment, to have enough time to organize themselves into new political 

forces with realistic chances to challenge traditional partys. 

 

 4 The question 

 That leads us back to our former question:  

Why government, at their highest stage, could possibly be so concerned about 

a temporary protest encampment?   

 

5 Conclussion 

Neither because of the occupation of public space nor the fact of disoveyng 

some particular law, but because of it’s potential to propose a brand new way 

of thinking, one with the ability to create unpredicted new patterns of social 

behavior.  (20) 

As a non linear system our society is, we all know that a small change in an 

initial state can result in large differences in the future.  
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So, getting back to the encampment, we see that, books potential knowledge 

found the way -off the books- to self-organize in the shape of a library, and is 

main outcome was to attract and align discussion in order to create new 

patterns of behavior.  

An Innovative collective attitude with the ability to spread upwards through 

the different society levels, a new encoding capable to apply a measurable 

deviation in social behavior and the decision-making process of politics. 
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